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UNITED STATES PATENT orrron. 
EGBERT H. GOLD, OF ‘CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 

" COUPLING. 

' 'No. 922,132. .Speei?cation of Letters Patent. ’- Patented-May-18, 1909. 
Application ?lled June 13,1908. Serial No. 438,386. 

To all whom it may concern: 
' Be it known that I, EGBERT H. GoLD, a 

‘citizen of the United States, residing at Chi 
' cago,in the county ofCook and State of Illi 

new and useful 
"In?provements in Couplings, of which the f0 
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"ance with my invention. 

owing is a speci?cation. ' 
My ‘invention relates to a coupling and 

\ particularly to means ‘for retaining a gasket 
or the like in said coupling, and has for 1ts ob 

-‘ ject to provide a simlple, inexpensive retain 
ing device for the gas et which will hold it se 
curely in the coupling, allow it to be re 
moved and replaced with ease, which will 
present'little or no obstruction in the pas 
sage-way through the coupling, and which is 
so arranged and related to the cou ling as 
not to be dislodged or disengaged if by acci 
dent any solid object- is forced through the 
cou ling. 

ei-device of my invention is designed 
articularly for use in a steam train-pipe 
ose-coupling for railroad cars and it is one 

of the principal objects of my invention to- 
\ provide a new an improved construction 
for such hose couplers, gaskets and retaining 

The invention might, however, be 
utilized in different connections where it is 

' necessary-to retain a gasket in the end-of a‘ 
cou ling or any sort of pipe. 
T e invention has for further objects such 

other new and improved devices, arrange 
ments and constructions‘in couplings, gas 

' kets- and retainingl devices as will be de 
0 scribed in the fo wing speci?cation and 

speci?ed in the claims appended thereto. 
The invention, as embodied in several dife 

ferent forms, is illustrated in the accompany 
ing drawings, wherein— ‘ 
F i re lishows in longitudinal section one 

In mar of a coupling constructed in accord 
' Fig. 2 is a detail 

' longitudinal section at right angles to that of 
_ “Fig. 1.. Fig. 
45 3 1s an inner end elevation, 

'1 parts’ of the gasket being broken away. Fig. 
; i4 is'a perspective view of the ‘retaining device 

501the coupler‘ and gasket in 
- il'tioni showing the gasket disengaged.‘v Fig. 7* 

' s {et in engage-r 

shown in the'previous ?gures. Fig. 5 is a de 
vftail illustrating in exaggerated proportions a 
preferred construction. Fi .' 6 1s a ortion of. 

is a 'Silliil?PVlGW with the ga 
‘mentp‘ is an end=view of the coupling 

I Fig. 15 is a 

spring wire, being bent, as shown in 

-.vice, 

ongitu inal sec-r. 

I _ _‘ Fig. 9 is'a pers 'ective view" 
tofof-‘the formv of-retaimng device s own 1n~the 

- . ‘thI‘EQ‘PI‘OVIOUQ?gHI'GSJ Fig. 10 is agasket 

section illustrating a modi?ed form of -re-. 
.taining device. Fig. 11 is an end view of the 
same. Fig. 12 is a perspective viewof this 
form of. retaining device. Fig;' 13 is a‘longi 
tudinal section illustrating another-modi? 
cation. Fig. 14 is an end view of. the same. 

perspective view of this’ form of 
retaining device. Fig. 16 is a further modi 
?cation shown in longitudinal section. Fig. 
17 is a sectional view of the ring employed in 
the modi?cation shown in Fig. 16. Fig. 18 
is a side elevation of the gasket and retaining 
device of. this modi?cation. Fig. 19 is an 
end elevation of the same. Fig. 20 is a lon 
gitudinal section through a couplingillus 
trating a further modi?cation; and Fig. 21 is 
an end view of the same. 
Like characters of reference indicate like 

parts in the several ?gures of the drawings. 
Referring ?rst to Figs. 1 to 5 inclusive, A 

represents one member of a coupler of known 
construction used for the coup 'n together of 
the hose forming the connection lmtween. the 
steam train pipes on railway cars. 
gasket ordinari y made of rubber compound, 
and which isv seated in a recess in the inner 
end of the coupling, as shown. C is a re 
ferred form of retaining device for holding the 
gasket in the coupling. This retaining de 
vice is preferably constructed out of stiff, 

' Fig. 4, 
so as to form a ring 22 and the ?ngers 23, 24, 
which latter, in this particular form of. de 

are, in e?ect, loops from ring 22. These 
gers are formed with bends 25 and ?nger 

24 is given a further bend, as shown at 26. 
Ring 23 is normally left. open a tri?e. , By 
compressing it, it may be forcedinto the 
groove 27 in gasket B,-the_ elasticity of the 
metal securely holding the ring to.v the. gasket 
when it has been inserted in the groove.v The 
coupling is formed with an internal groove or 
recess 28 ,- which forms means b whlch bends 
25 on the ?ngers may frictionalllyygri the in. 
ner surface ofthe couplingn It is we known 
that, because of the action of 
shoulders, such as theshoulder 29 
groove 28, .easily become- worn , 
therefore, preferably make the , bends .25 
longer than-the width of the groove 28, so 
that the'fshoulder 29 is in contact farther 

formed by 

down onthe ?nger than the corner- between 
the relatively straight part. and-the bend. 
Theuelasticity of .the ?ngers will, therefore, 
take. .up- any» wear on the shoulder .1 2.91. and 
keep-thegasket held. tightly in the coupling. 
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922,132. 
gives added resiliency both to the gasket 
engagement and the coupling engagement. 

Figs. 16 to 19 inclusive‘ illustrate a still 
further modi?cation of the gasket-retaining 

This arrangement is shown in somewhat eX-' 

served t at the retaining device has an 
elastic, frictional grip upon both the gasket and the coupling, although jthe grip on the means. This form of device consists of a 
‘latter is so much ess that, under ordinary cir- cylindrical bushing M formed with an offset 
cumstances, the retainin device will always ring 49, which ?ts into a corresponding re 

cess in gasket N. The inner en of the cyl 
inder is slit so as to form a plurality of ?ngers 
50, which ?ngers are formed with bends 51 
which ?t into a groove 52 in coupler O. This 
form of device, therefore, consists of a ring 
enga ing the gasket, from which project a 
plura ity of ?ngers the same as the devices 
of some of the previous ?gures, but in‘ this 
case the form of the device is ad'a 
particular material used, whic 
metal rather than the wire of the previously 
described forms. The device operates on 
the- same principle. In order to'reinforce 
the grip of the ?ngers on the coupling, I pre 
for to supplement the ?ngers with a split 
ring 53. ' 
A further modi?cation of my gasket-re 

taining device is shown in Figs. 20 and 21. 
In this case gasket P is formed with both 

remain in the gask When it is desired to 
remove the gasket from' the cou ler, any 
hooked instrument may be hooke through 

by giving a sharp pull, ?ngers 
e disengaged 

from the coupler. I In this arrangement the 
retaining device offers practically no obstruc 
tion to the passage-way through the coup 
ling. The bends 25 ?t into-the groove 28, so 
that they cannot be dislodged if, as often 
happens, a body of solid matter, such as a 
piece of rubber hose, is driven through the 
coupling by the force of’ the steam. 
In Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 I have shown a modi 

?ed form of retaining device together with a 
modi?ed construction of coupling. The re- ' 
taining device D in this case consists of a 
ring member 30, a little more than semi-‘cir 
cular, the ends of which are bent to form ?n 
gers-31, 32 having bends 33, the end of the 
ring member at 31 being bent out to form a 
loo 34 to make an attachment by which the 
as et can be removed. from' the coupling. 
he ring member is sprung-into a groove 35 

in gasket E, the bends 33 engaging with the 
shoulder 36 formed by the roove 37 in coup-. 
ling F. The edges of shou der 36 are prefer 
ably beveled as shown. ,The coupling shown 
in these ?gures illustrates a preferred con 
struction, whereby the gasket is more easily 
forced into engagement with the coupling, 
the same construction in this respect being a 
feature of Figs. 1 to 4 inclusive, although 
there not so‘ clearly shown, As ap cars from 
Fig. 6, which shows the gasket a out to be 
pushed into the coupler, the ?ngers 31, 32 
are not begun to be ?exed until the gasket 
has entere the recess 38 in the end of the 
coupling; The gasket is, therefore, guided in 
its furt er movement inwardly, which fa 
cilitates the ?exing of the spring ?ngers. 

Figs. 10>to 12. inclusive illustrate another 
modi?ed form of gasket-retaining device G, 
which consists, as it is manufactured, 'of a 
bowed portion 39 and the spring ?ngers 40 

I -- the bends. 41. The device is ex 
panded into groove 42 of gasket H by ?at 
tening theFbowed portion with a hammer, as 

ig. 10. - Y > 

Figs.’ 13, 14 and 15- illustrate another 
modl?ed form of gasket-retainin device. 
The retaining device J consists o the two 
arcuate portions 43 connected together by 
the cross-piece, 44, which has the loop 45, 
the ends of the wire being bent to form the 
?ngers 46'. The curved parts 43 seat in 
recesses 47 in gasket K, the ?ngers engaging 
wlth the groove-.48 in coupling/L. Loop 45 

is‘ sheet 

inner surface to receive the curved members 
54 and the ?ngers 55 of-the retaining device 
Q, the ?ngers having the bends 56 which 
engage in the groove 57 in the coupling R. 
Curved members 54 are connected by a cross 
piece 58 which has the loop. 59 'ving resili 
ency to the retaining device an also a?ord 
ing means by which the device may be‘ en 
gaged in order to remove the gasket from 
the cou ling. 

?cations shown the retaining device consists 
of means for engaging the inner surface of 
the gasket by a frictional enga ement, this 
means consisting preferably 0 an elastic 
rin or partial ring; and of ?exible ?ngers 
which roject from the ring device and en 
age with the inner surface of the coupling, 
which is preferably recessed for this purpose. 
In the preferredformsthe retaining device 
is so constructed and arranged as to consti 
tute substantially no obstruction in the 
assage-way throu h the coupling and gas 
et. Preferably a so means are provided 

.for the attachment of a hooked instrument 
to the gasketretainer for removing the gas 
ket from the coupling. In‘ articular, the 
enga ement of the retaining evice with the 
coup ing is such that there is no part pro 
tru ing into thepassage-way. This is im 
ortant in practice because in. a ‘coupling 
anging from ' 

frequently happen that ‘the retaining device, 
if it obstructed the passage-way through the 
coupling at this oint, would be forced out 
of engagement with the coupling by a piece 
of .hose or other solid matter being forced 
through the coupling by escaping steam or 

the end of a train it might 
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water. ‘The cross wires, which are features 
of certain forms of‘ ‘my retaining device,_: 
while, to a certain extent, objectionable, are 
not so likely to cause the disengagement of 
the gasket as would the ends of the ?ngers if 
they rojected into the passage-way. The 
mout?) of the coupling shown in Figs.~ 2 and 
13 istapered. Likewise the corners of the 
shoulders 36 in the form shown in Fig. 7 are 
beveled. This gives an inclined surface for 
the spring ?ngers to work on which facili 
tates the attachment of the gasket. VVith 

' out this it would be difficult to flex the spring 
?n ers, as there would be a tendency of the 
gas {et to rock or slip. 

I do not limit myself to the particular de 
vices, constructions and arrangements herein 
shown, as modi?cations thereof could be 
made which would come within the scope of 
my invention. 

I have used the term “coupling” in the 
claims, but intend the word to be taken in a 
broad signi?cation. Broadly speaking, the 
word ‘covers not only a device for connecting 
rubberhose, but the end portion of any pipe 
or conduit designed to be coupled up with 
some other pipe or conduit. ' . ‘ j 

I have designated the part of the retainer 
which-engages the gasket 1n certain preferred 
embodiments of my invention as a ring de 
vice. This part of the device does not, in 
any of the forms, form a complete circumfer 
ence, but engages with such a ortion of the 
inner circumference of the as et as to have 
a jirolper hold upon the gas et. 

0 arm: ' 

1. The combination with a coupling and a 
gasket, of a retaining device for the gasket 
consisting of a single wire bent so as to form' 
an engaging member for the gasket, and a 
spring ?nger extending at substantially right 
angles to the plane of the engaging member 
adapted to engage with the inner surface of 
the coupling. 

2. The combination with a coupling and a 
gasket, of a retaining device for the gasket 
consisting of a sin le wire bent so as to form 
an engagmg mem er for the gasket, and a 
spring ?nger extending at substantially ri ht 
angles to the plane of the engaging mem%er 

3 

for engaging the inner surface of thecou ling 
and so formed as to constitute a loop W ere 
by the asket and retaining device may be 
removed from the coupling. 

-3. The combination with a coupling and a 
gasket, of a retaining device for the gasket 
consisting of a single piece of wire bent so as 
to form a ring device, and s ' ring ?n ers ro 
jecting from the ring at su stantia y r1ght 
angles to the plane thereof and having bends. 

4. The combination with a coupling and a 
gasket, each having an internal groove, of a 
retaining device for the gasket. comprising a 
single wire bent so as to lie in one of said 
grooves, and ?ngers projecting from the loop 
at substantially right angles to the lane 
thereof and provided with bends Whic ex 
tend into the other groove. 
.' 5. The combination with a coupling and a 
gasket, of a retaining device for-the gasket 
comprisinga member adapted to engage the 
gasket, and separate spring ?ngers adapted 
to ,frictionally and impositively engage the 
coupling inwardly of t 
?ngers being provided with a bend extending 
into the bore of the coupler by which the gas 
ket can be removed, substantially as de 
scribed.‘ 

6. The combination with a coupling and a 
gasket, of .a retaining device for the asket 
composed of a single wire bent so as to orm a 
split ring to engage the inner surface of the 
gasket, and sprin ?ngers standing substan 
tially at right ang es to the plane of the-ring 
for engaging the inner surface of the coupler. 

7. ~ The combination with, a coupling and a 
gasket, of a retaining device for the asket 
composed of a single wire bent so as to form a 
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split ring to en age the inner surface of the ' 
gasket, spring ngers standing substantially 
at right angles to the plane of the ring for en 
gaging the inner surface of the coupler, and a 

90 

bend projecting into the bore of the coupler, , 
whereby the gasket and retaining device may 
be removed, substantially as described. 

EGBERT H. GOLD. 
Witnesses}. 

P. H. TRUMAN, 
H. L. PECK. 


